"BEHIND THE SCREEN" - SESSION 3
Working Therapeutically From a Distance Using Email or
Other Methods Involving Asynchronous Communication

- KATE DUNN & CAROLE FRANCIS-SMITH
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Aim Of Our Series
The aim of the series of events is to provide an upto-date overview of the opportunities and challenges
that exist for therapists working in a technological
age in 2017.
Each individual session will respond to a different theme. The complete series will help therapists to
make informed choices about the use of computerised technology within their work, explore safety
concerns, reflect on ethical challenges and direct them to sources of support, advice and further
training.
The events will be of interest to counsellors who incorporate a variety of technological approaches
into marketing their services, managing their practices etc. They will also be aimed at practitioners
who are offering (or considering offering) online therapy, perhaps through web-cam/video sessions,
audio or telephone communication, via instant messenger (IM) or through email.
Kate and Carole aim to make the events interactive.

About Kate Dunn
I have worked as a psychotherapeutic counsellor in a number of settings,
including local authority groups and charitable organisations. Much of my
time has been spent working in Higher Education, counselling students at
the Universities of Sussex and Portsmouth. I have been privileged to work
with people of all ages who come from a very wide range of backgrounds
and from many different parts of the world. Prior to becoming a counsellor
I was a teacher, working in primary and early years education. More
recently, I have taught psychology and counselling skills in further and
higher education and for therapy training organisations.
I have a special interest in the needs of families impacted by disability and
offer informed therapeutic support in this area, having worked for some
time within a Social and Caring Services Disability Team.
I have also worked in a Pain Clinic and have a particular interest in the
value of mindfulness-based approaches when addressing either
psychological or physical pain and suffering and I teach mindfulness
techniques both to groups and one-to-one. These techniques can be
helpful whether they form a part of counselling and psychotherapy or are
learned separately.
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About Carole Francis-Smith
Carole Francis-Smith is a counselling psychologist working in private
practice. Carole currently provides therapy both face-to-face and online,
runs trainings for therapists considering working online (and other
mental health/staff resilience areas), and business coaching for
therapists setting up an online practice. Her doctoral research was in
the Online Therapeutic Relationship from which she also became
fascinated by online communications in broader contexts, especially
where these impact on the work of therapists and the experiences of
clients.
Carole writes articles on the subject, gets involved in debates and
writes reviews for/advises other private practitioners through an online
resource called The Private Practice Hub.
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Session 3 Event Details
Do you engage in email communication with your clients?
Do you sometimes find that your client has told you something by email that they might not have
told you face-to-face?
The first online therapies were offered by email, often with surprising results. Both Kate and
Carole have researched this area in depth and propose that asynchronous (or ‘time-delayed’
counselling) approaches may facilitate access to therapy for a wide range of client groups. They
may help a client who is struggling with an existing face-to-face engagement to open up to his or
her therapist. Working in this medium can also create dilemmas as a result of what Kate and
Carole describe as ‘through the looking glass’ effects. This is an opportunity to find out more and
share your own ideas and experiences. This event proposes that asynchronous approaches
remain relevant and dynamic in 2017, providing fertile ground for innovative and alternative
approaches to therapy.
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Real-time or Synchronously
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Resources
Relevant web-links:
BACP (2016) Telephone and E-Counselling
. Competencies
Two articles which describe the positive effects of writing
- Writing. to heal
- You Can Write Your Way Out of. an Emotional Funk. Here’s How
.
Video clip of James Pennebaker talking about the positive effects of journaling
.
Article we wrote about being either side of the looking
glass screen at the 2016 OCTIA
conference
‘Therapy through the looking glass’ – The guest
blog Carole wrote for the Online Therapy Institute,
.
after being invited by Kate Anthony to showcase aspects of her research
Carole’s full doctoral thesis: ‘Email counselling
and the therapeutic relationship’
.
Review of some encrypted
.
email providers

Resources
Further Reading – relevant Books and Articles
Adlington, J. (2009). Online Therapy: Reading between the lines. London: MX Publishing
Anthony, K & Nagel, D M (2010) Therapy Online (A Practical Guide) London: SAGE
Bolton, G et al (Eds) (2004), Writing Cures: An Introductory Handbook of Writing in
Counselling and Psychotherapy Hove: Routledge
Dunn, K (2011) How does meeting online impact the therapeutic relationship? Therapy
Today 22 (8) pp 48-50
Dunn, K (2012) A qualitative investigation into the online counselling relationship: To
meet or not to meet Counselling and Psychotherapy Research 12 (4) pp 316 -326
Evans, J (2009), Online Counselling and Guidance Skills London: SAGE

Resources
Hanley, T., & Reynolds, D.J., Jr. (2009) Counselling Psychology and the Internet: A
review of the quantitative research into online outcomes and alliances within text-based
therapy. Counselling Psychology Review, 24(2), pp4-11
Jones, G & Stokes, A (2009), Online Counselling: A Handbook for Practitioners London:
Palgrave MacMillan
Pelling, N. (2009). The use of Email and the Internet in Counselling and Psychological
Service: What Practitioners Need to Know. Counselling, Psychotherapy, and Health, 5(1),
The Use of Technology in Mental Health Special Issue, pp1-25.
Pennebaker, J W (1997) Opening Up: The healing power of expressing emotions New
York: Guilford Press
Pennebaker, J W (2011) The Secret Life of Pronouns: What our words say about us New
York: Bloomsbury

Resources
Pennebaker, J W (2014) Expressive Writing: Words that heal Washington: Idyll Arbor
Russell G I (2015) Screen Relations: The Limits of Computer-Mediated Psychoanalysis
and Psychotherapy London: Karnac
Smithson, M. Psychology’s Ambivalent View of Uncertainty. In G.Bammer & M Smithson
(Eds) Uncertainty and Risk: Multidisciplinary Perspectives. London: Earthscan.
Weitz, P (Ed) (2014) Psychotherapy 2.0: Where Psychotherapy and Technology Meet
London: Karnac

Resources
Online Book:

Suler, J The Psychology of Cyberspace

Organisations offering useful support and information
The Association of Counselling and Therapy Online (ACTO) This organisation was set up by a group of
experienced UK online therapists to provide advice, guidance and information in the area. They are in currently
updating their website and organisation to meet the changing needs of therapists, and provide useful guidelines their new website is still under construction and is available at: acto-org.uk
Online Counselling and Therapy in Action (OCTIA): OCTIA organise an annual conference for those
interested in all aspects of online working and are currently planning their 10th anniversary event to be held in
Spring 2018: octia.org.uk

Contact / Websites
www.katedunncounselling.co.uk
www.carolefrancissmith.co.uk
enquiries@carolefrancissmith.co.uk

/drcarolefrancissmith
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